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This issue of Synergy focuses on
the innovative ways our faculty, staff,
students, and alumni have responded
to challenges brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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Greetings,

In the College of Education and Human
Service Professions, we’ve always been
united by our desire to improve the
lives of others. This is well illustrated in
this issue of Synergy, which focuses on
the innovative ways our faculty, staff,
students, and alumni have responded to
challenges brought on by the COVID-19
pandemic.
From the Robert F. Pierce Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic’s shift to provide
teletherapy, to the ways teaching and
internships have been adapted to ensure
meaningful experiences for students,
I hope you enjoy reading about these
wonderful examples of creativity and
resilience in action.

Within our college, there is also a
shared commitment to social justice.
This has long been evident in our
teaching, curriculum, and outreach.
But the killing of George Floyd was a
painful wake-up call that many of us are
not doing enough—that persistent and
focused antiracist action is necessary.
We’re taking steps forward. Our faculty
and staff are participating in and leading
trainings, teach-ins, and committees
related to antiracism, equity, and
inclusivity. CEHSP faculty are placing
a renewed emphasis on antiracist
pedagogy moving forward. We’re also
refocusing the work of our college’s
Social Justice Action Committee.

In addition, our newly created CEHSP
Dismantling Racism with Community
Engagement Scholarship will help us to
celebrate, highlight, and support student
efforts to dismantle racism. See page eight
for more details about the scholarship.
Thank you for your continued support of
our efforts.

Warm Regards,

Jill Pinkney Pastrana, CEHSP Dean

In the College of Education and Human Service Professions, we utilize our diverse intellectual
strengths to provide an education of enduring value for the professional, personal, and civic
lives of our students. We engage with UMD and broader communities through our research,
teaching, learning, and commitment to the advancement of the human service professions.
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Versatile While Virtual
By Jack Harrington and Cheryl Reitan
When classes switched to online in
spring of 2020, many people were caught
off guard, but not Helen Mongan-Rallis,
associate professor of education. The
topic of her class was teaching virtually,
which she had to deliver in a remote
environment.
Her students are studying to be K-12
and high school teachers. Even before
the pandemic, students needed to learn
how to teach using distance learning
technology. Mongan-Rallis integrated
online formats like Zoom, Google Drawing,
and Jamboard into her classes.
She helps her students discover the
nuances of each format. Overall, she
sticks to one central concept, “Until
every single student is learning, I
haven’t succeeded.”
The attention Mongan-Rallis pays to
every student’s success is heightened by
the current world crisis. While she has a
long history of intertwining technology
and teaching, the true test came for her
in spring of 2020 in her Technology for
Teaching & Learning class.
Mongan-Rallis shares methodologies
and secrets she uses to lead an online
learning experience. Her goal is to
empower UMD grads to leave their
students feeling confident and engaged.
Before every class, Mongan-Rallis opens
the sessions well before class time. As
students stream in, there is time for social
conversations and a chance for classroom
friends to connect with each other.

Helen Mongan-Rallis

The students learned the words and they
sang the song together, with Mongan-Rallis
leading the virtual sing-along.
“I start out the semester by inviting
students to share with me their interests,
aspirations, and anything else so that I
can better support them,” Mongan-Rallis
says. She meets them again at the midpoint. “I want students to feel welcomed
and also want to be able to individualize
their learning.”
Teachers need to create a “brave space,”
she says. “I think it is unrealistic to say
‘safe’ because a lot of marginalized
groups don’t feel safe … In our alliance
there is an agreement of treating each
other with kindness.” She pays special
attention to pronouncing everyone’s name
correctly and respecting a student’s choice
to have their camera off during class.

Mongan-Rallis believes that for students
to develop the confidence and skills to
use technology as future teachers, it is
important for them to be willing first to
take risks. As they figure out solutions,
they develop skills and confidence in
problem-solving.”
She says, “The most valuable learning in
the class comes from making mistakes,
not from getting it right the first time.”
She wants students to try new things and
experiment and “make lots of glorious
mistakes.”
This story was co-written by UMD student Jack
Harrington, who is majoring in writing studies
and minoring in sociology and LGBT studies.
Jack works with Cheryl Reitan in University
Marketing and Public Relations.

“Until every single student is learning,
I haven’t succeeded.”

Oftentimes, Mongan-Rallis will start
out the class playing music chosen by
students, reflecting their interests and
backgrounds, as a way of creating an
inclusive and welcoming environment.
Mongan-Rallis once led the class in a
playful activity. She had to swallow her
pride and do something she wasn’t very
good at—namely, singing. She invited
her friend Sara Thomsen to make a video
for the students of her singing the song,
“Somewhere to Begin.”
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The creative use of technology helps keep children engaged in teletherapy sessions.

Creative Adaptation
Clinic Transitions to Telepractice, Continues
to Serve Students and the Community
By Lissa Maki
When the coronavirus necessitated a shift from the norm of
in-person healthcare, providers had to act quickly to upgrade
technology and learn how to effectively deliver virtual services.

dinosaurs or incorporating digital games or videos. CSD students
have worked to tailor the therapy sessions to the individual
clients — with good results.

Ashley Weber was tasked with helping to set up a telepractice
program for UMD’s Robert F. Pierce Speech-Language-Hearing
Clinic. She points out that the technology to provide virtual
services has existed for some time but has generally been
reserved for rural populations.

Amie Quinn has an active four-year-old who has been
receiving telepractice services for several months. She says
the therapy has “truly gone above and beyond our expectations,”
and notes that the practitioner and student created an individualized speech program for her child with games and songs.

Weber is an instructor in the UMD Department of Communication
Sciences and Disorders (CSD), which runs the Robert F. Pierce
Clinic. She sees the shift to telepractice as a “blessing in
disguise,” as it helped get the clinic on board with the
latest technology.

“The progress we have seen in our little guy has been
amazing. He is communicating with us and the world
around him far better than he was just a few months ago.”

The clinic’s move to telepractice in fall 2020 has given 24
graduate students the valuable experience of providing
teletherapy to the community. It’s a skill set previous CSD
students, who are studying to be speech-language pathologists,
hadn’t learned.
“Telepractice is a little bit of a niche within the profession.
There are companies that provide teletherapy regularly, but it’s
never been really mainstreamed until we were forced to do it,”
explains Nena Johnson, another CSD instructor. “To stop
services was not feasible. Too many clients depend upon us.”
There have been some unexpected positive outcomes related
to the shift to telepractice. “The technology and delivery model
can help keep people, especially kids, engaged in a therapy
session,” Weber says. Students’ creative use of technology is
helping augment sessions with kids. This might mean changing
up virtual backgrounds, bringing in fun characters like dancing
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Student Allyson Rogers and instructor Nena Johnson
on a teletherapy call.

Another change related to telepractice with unexpected benefits
is the pairing up of graduate students, according to Weber.
Typically, graduate students work one-on-one with clients.
This year, students were matched with a peer. Instructors have
noticed working in duos is helping students flourish.
“A lot of first-year grad students come in with little to no direct
experience. To have them paired up gives them someone to
bounce ideas off of and problem solve with,” says Johnson.
“It also helps build cohort relationships. When everything is
online, it’s beneficial to connect students with one another.”
The transition to telepractice hasn’t been without challenges.
And even with its successes, both Weber and Johnson believe
in-person therapy is the ideal. But they’re embracing the lessons
in flexibility and creativity brought on by the pandemic.
“As much as we all don’t love the situation, it forces us to
examine how we’re doing things, expand our knowledge, and
help us to be better clinicians,” Johnson says.

COVID-19
Across the
Globe
Local Reflections
Lead to International
Research on Mental
Health During the
Pandemic
By Cheryl Reitan
The COVID-19 outbreak in the U.S. caused
UMD to bring classes online in March
2020. The transition was difficult for many.
Viann Nguyen-Feng chronicled her
experience as an assistant professor in
the UMD Department of Psychology in
an article for Psychological Trauma. In
the piece, she reflects on students being
overwhelmed and having difficulty separating their studies from their home life.
“Exactly one month in, multiple students
missed online classes simply because
of being unaware of the date...” writes
Nguyen-Feng. “Abrupt exam and
assignment modifications provoked
confusion and anxiety.”
These student reactions led Nguyen-Feng,
who directs the UMD Mind-Body Trauma
Care Lab, to want to delve deeper into
this subject. “Given the significant psychological, cultural, social, and economic
burdens of COVID-19, the impact of the
pandemic on mental health is a critical
issue to be addressed,” she says.

Viann Nguyen-Feng

The researchers have an ambitious task:
to conduct a longitudinal online study
investigating the psychological, cultural,
social, and economic impacts of COVID-19
across 14 countries.

“Given the significant psychological, cultural, social, and
economic burdens of COVID-19, the impact of the pandemic
on mental health is a critical issue to be addressed.”
It’s a “four-wave longitudinal” study, which
means they’re revisiting participants four
times during the course of the project to
measure the ongoing impact of the
pandemic on mental health.
One important goal is to be able to pinpoint
which risk factors and stressors contribute
the most to a person’s psychosocial burden
(level of stress, anxiety, or depression).

Nguyen-Feng’s interest in this area led
to a study with partners at the University
of Minnesota Twin Cities campus. She is
the principal investigator (PI) along with
two co-PIs in the U.S., one at Purdue
University and one at the University of
Missouri, St. Louis. Their new research
project promises wide-reaching results.

mental health outcomes. The study also
takes into account cultural and societal
factors as well as public policies such as
mandated physical/social distancing.

Researchers are interested in how
individuals in different socio-cultural
situations respond. This is particularly
important, Nguyen-Feng stresses, since
sociodemographics have an influence
on health literacy, accessibility, and
outcomes.
They’re measuring COVID-19 socioeconomic circumstances such as job loss and
crowded housing conditions, which are
known determinants of adverse

Besides distress-related factors,
researchers are also measuring
wellbeing indicators that buffer the
impact of pandemic-related stressors
on mental health, including coping
behaviors such as physical exercise.
“Knowing the risk and mitigating
factors for distress-related disorders
and subsequent psychosocial burdens
will enable us to design global and timely
prevention and intervention strategies,”
explains Nguyen-Feng.
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Lydia Storlie

SERVING UP
EXERCISE SNACKS
Students Channel Learning and
Creativity into Fitness Videos
By Lissa Maki
Adapting college coursework for meaningful remote
learning during the coronavirus pandemic has been a
challenge, particularly for upper-level classes.
Students in the UMD Exercise and Rehabilitation Science
program’s capstone class usually conduct research with
human subjects. When restrictions related to COVID-19
made this impossible, Professor Chuck Fountaine had to
get creative.
Fountaine had students produce 3 to 5-minute exercise
videos, which he calls “exercise snacks.” The project
called on students to channel their knowledge and passion.
It also helped them build relevant skills in videography
and public speaking.
When the first batch of videos came in, Fountaine
was “blown away” by how well students did with the
assignment. “That’s when I decided, ‘Let’s keep going.
Let’s build a video library and make it public.’”
Fountaine realized the videos could benefit the larger
community. “Everybody is cooped up and hungry for
information about how to stay physically active because
we’re now stuck behind a computer all day,” he explains.
“As seniors in the exercise science program, it’s their time
to shine and produce content that will help people.”
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All of the exercise snacks can be done with little or no
equipment. The videos are set in living rooms and
basements or outside on patios. The content varies, from
yoga to full-body workouts or gentle stretches that target
a particular part of the body.
Student Andrew Wiest appreciated the assignment. He didn’t
have a lot of gym equipment growing up, so he learned how
to create effective workouts for himself through trial and
error. Wiest likes the idea of sharing his experience with
others. “Getting creative about it has become second nature
to me—and it’s kind of fun. If you don’t have the standard
equipment found in a gym, there are so many other things
you can use to aid your workout.”
Another student, Lydia Storlie, says the project pushed
people out of their comfort zones a bit. She enjoyed being
able to watch the workouts her peers came up with. “It’s a
super fun way to integrate what we have learned in the
past four years,” she says.
After noticing online classes meant she was doing more
sitting—and slouching over a computer—Storlie decided
to create a video of stretches that places an emphasis on
posture. She also produced a yoga video. “Yoga is a great
way to relieve stress. Even if it’s just for 3–5 minutes, you’re
getting your body moving. You could even do it during a Hulu
commercial break,” she says.
While Storlie prefers in-person classes, she was impressed
overall at how her professors adapted to the virtual classroom and especially at their willingness to help students.
“That’s an important aspect of all of this. It has proven our
sense of community, especially in exercise science but also
at UMD as a whole.”

Watch the student videos on the Exercise and Rehabilitation
Sciences program’s YouTube channel: z.umn.edu/exersnack

Safe At Home?
Preventing Child Abuse
During the Pandemic
By Lissa Maki

Stay at home orders help slow the spread
of COVID-19 and keep people safe. But
as UMD social work alumna Kylee Pass
points out, home isn’t safe for everyone.
Pass works at First Witness Child
Advocacy Center, which helps victims
of child sexual and physical abuse and
their families. “Ninety percent of the time,
children are abused by someone they
know—it’s very likely someone in their
family,” explains Pass. “Now they’re
stuck at home with caregivers who
are potentially abusive.”

Program into Practice
Pass completed her undergraduate and
graduate degrees in social work at UMD.
“I had a great experience. I feel the programs prepared me well to do the work
I’m doing,” she says.
An internship at First Witness led to a
full-time job at the Duluth nonprofit. As a
family advocate and trainer, Pass says she
wears “a bajillion hats.”
When a child alleges abuse, First Witness
helps document their side of the story
through a forensic interview. The goal is
to ensure the child feels safe and avoid
making them recount the story.
“Telling their story to multiple people
can be really scary,” explains Pass.
“Law enforcement officers can watch
the interview live while it happens, but
the kid never has to talk to them.”

Kylee Pass with one of the new First Witness workbooks.

Since the majority of child abuse reports
come from professionals like school
personnel, who are legally mandated to
report abuse, Pass says it’s a critical time
for concerned adults to check in on kids
who might be at risk. She suggests finding ways to stay connected by text, phone,
or video calls to remind children they
have safe adults who care about them.

After the interview, Pass works with
families to support them through
whatever they might need. This might
mean helping them find resources,
complete paperwork, or accompany
them to court hearings.

Meaningful Learning
As prevention coordinator at First
Witness, Pass is tasked with educating
kids at area schools about body safety
and autonomy. During the pandemic, she
adapted the curriculum, creating video
vignettes, workbooks, and a facilitation
guide for teachers. She notes that
schools also have the option of live,
virtual sessions with First Witness staff.
Pass also supervises interns and has

been working diligently to give students
meaningful learning opportunities. “Right
now, internships look a little different,”
she says, noting that students are
working remotely and helping with the
new prevention materials as well as a
variety of research projects aimed at
improving services.
Megan Prouty is now working on a
Bachelor of Social Work at UMD and
interning under Pass. She assists staff
remotely by virtually sitting in on forensic
interviews and drafting summary reports.
She compiles resources for parents or
caregivers. She’s also done some
research on enhancing the agency’s
cultural responsiveness.
The experience has been different than
anticipated but Prouty focuses on the
positive. “I’ve been given a lot of access.
Because everything is online, I have
access to different webinars and trainings
that I typically wouldn’t have had access
to,” she says.
Prouty has also noticed how First Witness
leadership and staff treat each other,
despite their challenging work and during
the pandemic. “Sometimes in social work,
there’s a high burnout rate,” she says.
“Right away I saw how First Witness staff
were extremely supportive of each other
and of interns. I’m enjoying seeing what
a healthy work environment looks like for
social workers.”
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Development Corner
Making a Real Difference for Students
Since students today are graduating with
an unprecedented amount of student loan
debt, your support for scholarships at
UMD has a considerable impact.
We are grateful for the generosity of
alumni and friends of the College of
Education and Human Service Professions
whose private gifts provided over 100
scholarships for the 2019–2020 academic
year. Last year, with your help, we were
able to offer financial support to five
percent of our CEHSP students.
In the coming year, we’d like to support
even more students. Please consider
making an annual gift to a department
scholarship or establishing an endowed
scholarship—in your own name or to
honor someone who helped change
your life. Such scholarships provide a
meaningful way to make a real difference
for students, especially in this difficult
economic climate.

M.H., a 2020 scholarship recipient, wanted
to express appreciation to our donors.
“All I can say is thank you so much! It
is the generosity of donors like you that
helps many students like me continue
their education. I am currently really
financially unstable because of COVID-19.
I was planning to work over the summer
to support my life expenses/summer
tuition, but now with this pandemic, it
became really hard to get a summer job.”

looking for, just type in the name using
the search bar. Or you may email me,
Nicole Kangas at nikangas@d.umn.edu
or call me at 218-726-6692.
For choosing to invest in the College of
Education and Human Service Professions
and our students, we thank you!

As you know, CEHSP is committed to
dismantling racism through education
and community engagement. In 2020,
we established a scholarship fund for
CEHSP students who are actively working
towards this end. We invite you to contribute
to this important effort by visiting:
z.umn.edu/CEHSPDismantlingRacism.
Giving is easy by using the online giving
link: z.umn.edu/supportCEHSP. If you don’t
see the name of the fund you are

Nicole Kangas
Development Officer
College of Education and
Human Services Professions

